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Murals 
 

Beat-up little seagull

On a marble stair

Tryin' to find the ocean

Lookin' everywhere

 

                                    Nina Simone (Baltimore)

 

I wear my

tattoos on the outside

 

                           Sonia

 

“Baltimore's subconscious is painted on its walls.”

                             

              Baltimore Sun
 

The Baltimore Mural Program was created in 1975 to make Baltimore neighborhoods more

attractive, instill a sense of pride, provide employment for local artists, combat graffiti, and

engage young people in the beautification of their own communities. There are more than

300 artworks created through the Baltimore Mural Program. Street art has changed the

landscape with portraits of city life and African-American history. When the outside of a

building serves as a canvas, it's as if the neighborhood transforms into an open-air museum.

Local artists and citizens use street art to beautify vacant lots and buildings, advocate for

justice, and spark dialogue about race and social conflict. The Baltimore protests of spring

2015 was a catalyst that led to a surge of community-based street art designed to call

attention to culture, pride, grassroots activism, and those who have lost their lives due to

police brutality.

Hundreds of Baltimore’s murals are legal works — sponsored by city-affiliated organizations

and nonprofits. Others, under the umbrella "street art," are unsanctioned, often unsigned

pieces.  These may be as simple as the "No shoot zone" scribbled on the wall of a gas station,

or as iconic as the "Whoever died from a rough ride?" billboard at North Avenue and Charles

Street, painted after the death of Freddie Gray.

 

This series uses projection photography---a technique that originated in the 1960s with the

work of John French, in which photographic images are projected onto a model. This series

projects photos of several of the Baltimore murals onto a model, Dafne, using a mini-beamer.  

Dafne walks through the walls, figuratively, to share the messages that the street artists of

Baltimore have offered the world. 
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